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Call for Papers - Journal of Operations Management Special Issue 

Governing Large Inter-Organizational Projects 

 

Background and Scope 
Large inter-organizational projects in which multiple organizations, often from different industries 
and institutional backgrounds, work jointly on shared activities for years or even decades are 
increasingly being used to research, design, and produce complex, novel, high-value products and 
services (Bendoly, 2014; Davies, 2017; Mishra et al., 2015). They are an important contributor to 
numerous sectors, including healthcare, defence, aerospace, mining, telecommunications and IT, 
transport, energy and water infrastructure, and sporting events (e.g., Bendoly and Chao 2016; 
Caldwell et al., 2017; Davies et al., 2017; Mishra at al., 2020). Many are delivered by 
“megaprojects” that typically cost $1 billion or more (Flyvbjerg, 2014). They present significant 
governance challenges because of their extensive scope and because they are long-lived, 
innovative, and multi-phased, requiring transactions with a large and changing network of 
stakeholders.  
 
In addition to the private sector, inter-organizational projects are common in the public sector, 
representing the primary mechanism for public infrastructure provision, and urgent and innovative 
responses to natural disasters and social crises. Most of these projects also include long-term 
relationships between private and public entities such as public-private partnerships (Caldwell et 
al., 2017). These projects are often subject to a high level of public scrutiny, because of their social, 
economic, political, and environmental impact (Jameson et al., 2020).  
  
In order for organizational stakeholders in large inter-organizational projects to achieve their 
individual and collective goals, contractual and relational governance mechanisms are vital in the 
planning and execution of these projects (Roehrich and Lewis, 2014). While contractual 
governance is based on binding formal agreements that specify obligations and roles of exchange 
partners, relational governance often refers to trust-based social and moral norms (Bercovitz and 
Tyler, 2014; Cao and Lumineau, 2015; Poppo and Zenger, 2002).  
 
The context of inter-organizational projects provides challenges, which are theoretically and 
practically distinct from traditional manufacturing settings. This is due to the structural complexity, 
technological and market novelty, reciprocally interdependent workflows, socio-political context, 
and uncertain and changing environmental context (Shenhar, 2001; Ramasesh and Browning, 
2014), all of which increase the contractual and relational governance challenges associated with 
such projects. Thus, governing inter-organizational project activities require perspectives, 
approaches, and theories that differ from those used in repetitive, ongoing operations. Although 
projects have long been part of the operations management (OM) field, there are many challenges 
related to governing these large inter-organizational projects, which remain poorly understood. 
Further deliberation by OM scholars to integrate this exciting, timely, and vital empirical context 
with management theories is warranted, and this JOM Special Issue (SI) provides a vital forum for 
this conversation. A more concerted effort to study large inter-organizational projects would 
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further advance conceptual, theoretical, and methodological contributions, and thus directly 
support the advancement of science, practice, and policy in the area.  
 
How the Topic will Benefit from Empirical Research 
The topic of this SI is academically relevant as it contributes to on-going discussions in project 
management and OM (e.g., Bendoly 2014; Mishra et al., 2020; Ramasesh and Browning, 2014). 
However, there are numerous issues that remain unresolved that require further research (Maylor 
et al., 2018). By exploring detailed examples and conducting in-depth analyses of large inter-
organizational projects, as well as investigations of practices across and within cases that have 
been successful or have failed, we seek to provide a research agenda for the OM field to tackle 
these critical governance challenges.  
 
We encourage the exploration and elucidation of governance challenges associated with the often 
more temporary nature of these relationships, coordination, control, and integration of these 
relationships, their transitions from set-up to ongoing operations, and how organizations balance 
flexibility with efficiency imperatives, as well as how best to govern these contingencies.  
 
Our goal for this SI is to encourage scholars to conduct broad and deep examinations of the 
fundamental, complex, and often conflicting psychological, sociological, and economic factors 
influencing the governance dynamics in large inter-organizational projects. We encourage 
diversity both in terms of theoretical bases, types of inter-organizational projects, and units of 
analysis for submissions.  
 
Our aim is to bring together empirical papers that provide both a theoretical as well as an empirical 
examination of various governance challenges for large inter-organizational projects. Submissions 
that merely describe a governance challenges or phenomenon are insufficient. In addition to 
facilitating essential conceptual refinements, we expect that papers published in this SI will chart 
new theoretical and empirical paths in topical areas related to the governance of inter-
organizational projects.  
 
The Topic’s Relevance to OM Researchers and Practitioners  
Exploring governance challenges of large inter-organizational projects is a timely and important 
area of research intervention as most of these projects address vital economic and societal 
problems, such as building a transportation network or delivering clean energy. The topic of this 
SI is practically relevant as it links explicitly to challenges faced by business leaders, policymakers, 
and organizations alike. Our call for papers seeks innovative research with the potential to advance 
the field of OM significantly, theoretically, and practically. Our goal is to explicate the important 
links between governance studies and work on large inter-organizational projects, to encourage 
project and OM scholars, businesses, and governments to consider the outcomes of the initiation, 
management, and handover phases of these projects. By subsequently making their work 
accessible to business leaders and policymakers, scholars can support the formulation of 
actionable improvements for practice and policy, thus ensure further impact of their work. 
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Examples of Sub-topics within the Scope of the Special Issue 
We seek to push forward the discourse on governance of large inter-organizational projects, and 
thus encouraging the submission of high-quality manuscripts. We expect research questions to 
utilize different perspectives at various levels of analysis, drawing on not only extant operations 
and project management literature, but related fields such as public policy, economics, strategy, 
and organizational theory. Potential research topics include but are not limited to the following:   
 

 Control and coordination in temporary relationships: This theme may include questions of 
how firms coordinate activities and control behaviors in temporary relationships with limited 
shadows of the past and future.  

 The impact of time (-frames): Studies may seek to explore time and the expected duration of 
an inter-organizational project, and how these create mechanisms that shape the coordination 
and control of collaborative activities between organizations.  

 Evolution of coordination mechanisms: There are numerous challenges associated with 
coordination in large projects, especially when considering the range of complexities, and the 
need for managers to respond to reciprocal interdependencies, and emergent conditions 
during long-lived, multi-phased activities.  

 Cooperation and competition in multi-party arrangements: Inter-organizational projects are 
frequently delivered by multi-party arrangements, where parties collaborate for part of the 
project, while simultaneously competing with the same organizations for other parts of the 
project. This topic needs further exploration.   

 Networks including multiple public and/or private organizations to manage uncertainty, 
time, cost, and quality: Further work may explore the roles of governance mechanisms in 
coordinating and controlling networks of suppliers, and network outcomes, both of which may 
change during the project lifecycle.  

 Search for and (re-) combination of knowledge to innovate and solve problems: Future 
studies should explore the role of governance mechanisms during the search for, and (re-) 
combination of various knowledge sources across partner organizations. 

 Early formation/front-end and the late transition phase: Further work is required to explore 
governance challenges at early project phases when formal governance may not be in place, 
and where partnering firms question the value of the collaboration. Also, exploration during 
the transition phase from project set-up to operation is vital to ensure that appropriate 
governance is in place for a smooth transition, especially when potentially key organizations 
have already moved on to other projects.  

 Routine versus innovative outcomes: Technological and market uncertainty relates to the 
known and unknown connections between activities, and their consequences when driving 
innovative outcomes. We need further exploration to understand the specific roles of 
contractual and relational governance mechanisms.  

 Flexibility versus standardization: Contracting in these projects is prone to important rigidity 
and contractual complexity, as managers and public officials attempt to make contracts as 
complete as possible. This poses significant coordination and adaptation challenges for 
organizations engaged in these forms of contracts, especially if they are not able to revert to 
more relational mechanisms to govern the underlying relationship.  
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 Standardization and replication across large, inter-organizational projects: Because large 
inter-organizational projects are often one-offs, and each project begins anew with different 
parties, learning from one project to the next is frequently disabled. Future work should 
explore opportunities of standardizing, replicating, and learning about governance 
mechanisms across projects.  

 
We encourage submissions that address clear and important research questions examining 
governance challenges in large inter-organizational projects including private and/or public 
organizations within and/or across sectors, and which use rigorous, empirical research 
approaches. All empirical research approaches are welcome, and we especially welcome truly 
innovative and path-breaking research bringing together scholars from distinct research traditions 
and disciplines. All papers should be rigorously executed and fulfill JOM’s requirements, relevant 
to practicing managers and organizations involved in these projects, and provide clearly actionable 
insights into the governance of large inter-organizational projects.  
 
We welcome informal enquiries relating to the SI, proposed topics, and potential fit with the SI’s 
objectives. Please direct any questions on the SI to the guest editors. 
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Guest Editors (alphabetically) 
 
Elliot Bendoly (bendoly.2@osu.edu) - is the Fisher College of Business Distinguished Professor in 
the Management Sciences, at the Ohio State University, and Operations Management 
Distinguished Scholar at the Academy of Management.  He has been the Associate Dean for 
Fisher’s Undergraduate program and the Caldwell Research Fellow at Emory University.  He serves 
as Senior Editor at the Production and Operations Management journal (Behavioral Operations 
and Management of Technology departments) and Associate Editor for the Journal of Operations 
Management. His own publications in POM, JOM, Management Science, Information Systems 
Research, MIS Quarterly and Journal of Applied Psychology, represent no less than 27 published 
academic articles, with 32 additional articles appearing in other peer reviewed outlets (Journal of 
Business Logistics, Decision Sciences, EJOR, IJOPM, etc.). He has authored “Excel Basics to Black 
Belt”, “Strategic ERP Extension and Use”, “Handbook of Research in Enterprise Systems”, 
"Handbook of Behavioral Operations Management", and “Visual Analytics for Management”. 
 
Andrew Davies (andrew.davies@sussex.ac.uk) - is the RM Phillips Freeman Chair and Professor 
of Innovation Management at Science Policy Research Unit, University of Sussex Business School. 
His research focuses on the management of innovation in large, complex and high-risk 
infrastructure projects. He is author of Projects: A Very Short Introduction, (Oxford University 
Press, 2017) and has published in a range of leading management journals such as Research Policy, 
Organization Studies, Industrial Marketing Management, Industrial and Corporate Change, 
International Journal of Operations and Production Management, International Journal of Project 
Management, California Management Review, and MIT Sloan Management Review. 
 
Anant Mishra (mish0049@umn.edu) – is an Associate Professor in Supply Chain and Operations at 
the Carlson School of Management, University of Minnesota. He currently serves as the 
Department Editor for the Innovation and the Project Management Department at the Journal of 
Operations Management. His current research interests derive from contemporary issues in the 
areas of innovation, project management, public sector operations, and emerging markets. Across 
each line of inquiry, his research reflects a theoretically-grounded empirical approach wherein he 
combines appropriate data sources and rigorous econometric techniques to derive useful findings 
for both theory and practice. His research has been published in leading management journals 
such as the Journal of Operations Management, Manufacturing and Service Operations 
Management, Production and Operations Management, and IEEE Transactions in Engineering 
Management.  
 
Jens Roehrich (j.roehrich@bath.ac.uk) – is the HPC Chair and Professor of Supply Chain Innovation 
at the University of Bath, School of Management, UK. He is the Director of the HPC Supply Chain 
Innovation Lab, a long-term partnership between the University of Bath and EDF Group’s Hinkley 
Point C project, a $25bn megaproject to generate clean energy. His research focuses on the long-
term interplay of contractual and relational governance mechanisms in inter-organizational 
projects and supply relationships. He has worked with a range of public and private organizations 
involved in large projects in the energy, transportation, defense, healthcare, waste management, 
and emergency services sectors. Jens has published in a range of leading management journals 
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such as Journal of Management Studies, British Journal of Management, Social Science & 
Medicine, International Journal of Operations and Production Management, and Industrial 
Marketing Management. 
 
Beverly Tyler (btyler@ncsu.edu) – is a Professor of Strategic Management at the Poole College of 
Management, North Carolina State University, USA. As a behavioral researcher, she focuses on 
executive and organizational decision-making, as well as organizational and inter-organizational 
governance, collaboration, cooperation, and coordination. She applies cognitive, behavioral, and 
relational theory lenses in studies of new product development, supplier relationship 
management, investment and divestment decisions, multi sector partnerships, and sustainability. 
Her research appears in a wide range of management journals such as the Journal of Operations 
Management, Organization Science, Strategic Management Journal, Journal of Management 
Studies, Journal of Supply Chain Management, Journal of Product Innovation Management, and 
British Journal of Management, among others.  
 
 
Deadlines 

 Beginning of submissions: August 1, 2021 

 Deadline for submissions: October 31, 2021 

 Initial (first-round) decisions: January 31, 2022 
 
Manuscripts should conform to the instructions given in the Guide for Authors for the Journal of 
Operations Management.  
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